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Abstract

Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) systems are advanced IoT systems composed of sensor devices supported with
dynamic objects such as smart vehicles and drones. The collaboration among static and heterogeneous mobile objects
makes the topologies of IIoT systems dynamic and complex. This dynamic topology is also partially due to that fact
that the static devices are typically partitioned into categories of collaborating sensors (called swarms) managed by
side servers. However, existing authentication techniques for IIoT systems do not consider realistic system models
simultaneously hosting different types of dynamics objects. For such scenarios, there is a need for protocols that
guarantees a secure Entity-to-Entity (E2E) communication, thus ensuring a smooth and safe production process.

In this paper, we present HASFAV, a lightweight and locality-aware key agreement and authentication protocol for
IIoT systems, to enable efficient and secure E2E communication between devices in the same or different partitions.
HASFAV fills the gap of considering a realistic system model simultaneously hosting different types of dynamics
objects. We employ Honey lists (lists with algorithms used to prevent guessing passwords) and mutual authentication
technologies in HASFAV to guarantee its security against different attacks, even in public-channel communication
scenarios. Using the well-established Real-Or-Random (ROR) model, we proved the security of HASFAV in detail.
We also provide a prototype implementation of HASFAV in the Automated Validation of Internet Security Protocols
and Applications (AVISPA) tool. This tool confirms the results of our theoretical proofs, thus verifying the security
of HASFAV. We also carried out a detailed comparative study of HASFAV against existing related authentication
techniques. Compared to these techniques, HASFAV offers more functionality (serving more types of dynamic objects)
and superior security (via proving backup plans for session keys establishment). Finally, we prove that HASFAV is
practical by implementing it in a well-known network simulator, called Omnet++.
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1. Introduction

In 2021, the number of active Internet of Things (IoT)
devices was greater than 10 billion. Although this num-
ber is already huge, it is expected to exceed 25.4 billion
by the year 2030 [1]. The exponential increase in the
use and manufacturing of the number of smart devices
makes IoT services a huge part of our daily lives. These
small, resource-constrained IoT devices are usually in-
terconnected in multiple groups (called swarms, which
collectively achieve specific tasks) while employed in dif-
ferent applications. In particular, they are referred to as
swarms of resource-constrained devices [50].

Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is a subset of IoT,
mainly used in industrial applications like smart facto-
ries, smart farming, and smart cities [16]. It is common
for modern network topologies of IIoT to be organized in
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swarms. We refer to these topologies as swarm IIoT (SI-
IoT). In the SIIoT context, where real-time data is used to
make decisions, the security, authenticity, confidentiality,
and integrity of the data are essential requirements. It is
estimated that the total expenses for global IoT will reach
15 trillion USA dollars by 2025 [1]. Since the user and
the sensor nodes used in industrial communication com-
municate over insecure channels, the information can be
intercepted and altered by an adversary during the trans-
mission, and any modifications on data may negatively
affect decisions that are based on the received data. There-
fore, secure mutual authentication and session key negoti-
ation schemes play a crucial role in securely transmitting
data between users and industrial sensors [42]. Drones
and vehicles provide realistic solutions to restrictions of
terrestrial frameworks of ubiquitous networks, including
SIIoT. The potential of drones and vehicles make them es-
sential entities of modern SIIoT systems. However, these
entities further increase the security challenges for SIIoT
networks [38, 26].

Smart farming [17] is among the most common appli-
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cations of SIIoT that can greatly benefit from the integra-
tion of smart vehicles and drones [32]. A smart farming
technology that is based on secure mutual authentication
can make agricultural data more secure for the farmers.
The mutual authentication scheme prevents the leakage
and tampering of network data. This scheme adds user
anonymity, transparency, and integrity to the data and
gives the user confidence to use the correct data. The
IoT technology offers many services that can improve the
farming process (commonly termed as Production Inter-
net of Things) and agricultural production [12]. Therefore,
SIIoT and PIoT reflect the same concept. For instance, a
swarm of smart sensors collects data on weather condi-
tions, soil quality, cattle’s health, crop growth progress,
and more. The collected data can be analyzed to draw
useful conclusions and changes. This way, the gathered
data helps the farmer to monitor their current production
and help them plan necessary modifications for the next
season (e.g., choose one crop instead of another based on
soil conditions). However, the IoT devices’ low-cost and
resource-constrained nature leads to an increased attack
surface; thus, when used in sensitive applications, they
become easy targets for various cyber attacks [33, 34].

1.1. Contribution
This paper presents a novel key management and au-

thentication protocol, called HASFAV, for SIIoT which are
supported with smart vehicles and drones. HASFAV is
presented and demonstrated on the smart farming ap-
plication of SIIoT. We carried a wide comparative study
and detailed security analysis that proved that HASFAV
overcomes related protocols in many aspects: providing
more functionality characteristics, better security, requir-
ing less communication, and computation costs. In ad-
dition, to prove the practical perspective of HASFAV, we
carried out a precise implementation of HASFAV using a
well-established networking simulation tool, Omnet++,
and its simulation environment, Castalia. In summary,
the key contributions of this work are as follows:

• We propose a lightweight locality-aware key agree-
ment and authentication protocol, HASFAV, for SIIoT
systems to enable the E2E communication between
devices in the same and different partitions. To over-
come vulnerability against many attacks and boost
the security of our proposed protocol, we employ a
Honey list and mutual authentication technologies
in HASFAV. The security of HASFAV is proved using
the well-established Real-Or-Random (ROR) model
and Automated Validation of Internet Security Pro-
tocols and Applications (AVISPA) tool.

• To show the efficiency of HASFAV, we compared it
against existing related authentication techniques.
The results showed that HASFAV has more function-
ality characteristics and superior security. More pre-
cisely, HASFAV reduces the energy consumption, on

average, up to 65% and the computational cost up
to 77.5% compared to other related authentication
protocols.

1.2. Organization
The rest of the article is organized as follows: Section 2

briefly introduces the related work. Section 3 describes
the system and threat model. We propose and explain the
working methodology of the proposed protocol in Sec-
tion 4. Section 5 presents the security analysis of HASFAV.
The evaluation of the protocol is discussed in Section 6.
Finally, we conclude the paper with an outline of future
work directions in Section 7.

2. Related Work

The authors of [43] presented a novel remote user au-
thentication scheme based on the Internet of things (IoT).
They claimed that their proposed scheme is safe against
various IoT threats as well as providing mutual authen-
tication among all parties involved, password protection,
password change facility, and dynamic node addition to
the system. However, the authors in [15] suggested that
the solution presented in [43] is prone to smart card-stolen
attack, sensor node spoofing attack, stolen verifier attack,
and impersonation attacks, and they proposed two re-
mote user authentication schemes for IoT to remedy these
security pitfalls. In 2015, the authors of [22] implemented
all the attacks presented in [43] and proposed an improve-
ment to the authentication scheme of [43], which has been
claimed to overcome all the security vulnerabilities of the
latter. The authors of [8] improved the protocol presented
in [22]. In their work, they initially proved that the so-
lution presented in [22] is susceptible to known session-
specific temporary information, offline password guess-
ing, and the stolen smart card attacks and claimed that
their solution provides a remedy to all the security vul-
nerabilities of the scheme of [22] and it is more suitable
and efficient for IoT based networks.

The authors of [7] also crypt-analyzed the scheme pre-
sented in [43] and found some security vulnerabilities,
such as inefficient authentication phase, which make sen-
sor node impersonation, smart card theft, offline identity,
and password guessing attacks feasible. In their work,
they proposed a solution to overcome all these. Later,
the authors of [28] showed that the scheme proposed in
[7] is susceptible to the leak-able identity of users, off-
line password guessing, user impersonation, and session
key temporary information attacks. In their work they
proposed a solution to overcome these security weak-
nesses, and claimed that their scheme facilitates an ele-
vated level of security for IoT networks. In 2017, the au-
thors of [4] proposed a novel remote user authentication
scheme for agriculture monitoring in IoT environment.
Their scheme proposed an effective, lightweight solution
for lightweight operations. In the sequel we compare the
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proposed HASFAV scheme with the scheme presented in
[4].

The authors of [21] proposed a key agreement and
signature-based authentication scheme using ECC-based
digital signatures for IoT environment. They claimed that
their solution provides user untraceability and anonymity.
Later, in [47], the author showed that the scheme pro-
posed in [14] has a higher computation cost than other
related schemes. The authors of [47] proposed a novel so-
lution for secure remote user authentication in a generic
IoT environment. However, the authors of [21] claimed
that the scheme proposed in [47] is inefficient for resource-
constrained networks, since it uses the XOR operation and
a one-way hash function. They showed that the scheme
stores its verification tables based on the gateway data; as
such, an attacker getting hold of this table can be fatal for
the complete system.

The authors of [39] proposed a remote user authen-
tication scheme for the IoT environment using cloud in-
frastructure. However, in their scheme, they were not
able to achieve timely typo detection and clock synchro-
nization [25]. The authors of [41] proposed a remote au-
thentication scheme for IoT environments using ECC for
smart home applications. However, the author in [21]
showed that the scheme suffers from insufficient compu-
tational and communication cost performance and is sus-
ceptible to privileged insider and parallel session attacks.
The authors of [46] presented the new challenges they
faced while designing sound multi-factor schemes, em-
phasizing the flaws they found in previous multi-factor
schemes for multi-server environments. The authors of
[37] proposed a novel three-factor remote user authen-
tication scheme based on ECC for IoT environments, to
preserve the smart device’s privacy and data confiden-
tiality and the communicating user. They claimed that
their scheme is not vulnerable to attacks. In order to sup-
port their claim, they implemented and analyzed multiple
cryptographic attacks, and they used the AVISPA formal
security analysis method for simulating their scheme.

Recently, the authors of [40] proposed a new secure au-
thentication scheme for IIoT systems, mainly focused on
forwarding secrecy. They used the Rabin cryptosystem in
their scheme and avoided using the usual password verifi-
cation table. They claimed that their scheme provides the
desired security and functionality for IIoT system-based
realistic scenarios. They used formal proof and heuris-
tic analysis to support their claim. The authors of [44]
proposed a blockchain-based smart farming authentica-
tion scheme for smart agricultural applications in the IoT
environment. They used a blockchain-enabled, smart-
contract-based authentication key agreement mechanism
in their scheme. The security analysis of the proposed
scheme was done both formally and informally, using
security verification tools. The authors claim that their
scheme provides more functionality and superior secu-
rity, compared to existing competing authentication pro-
tocols.

3. System and Threat Models

In this section we provide an overview of the consid-
ered scenario and the system model in Section 3.1. Then,
we present the threat model in Section 3.2, discussing
both the reasons behind an attack and the considered at-
tacker model. We present important characteristics of
smart farming, drones, and smart vehicles in Section 3.3,
and details of our use of honey lists in Section 3.4.

3.1. System Model
Our network model for Intent of Things (IoT)-smart

farming is supported with drones and autonomous agri-
cultural vehicles as shown in Figure 1. Our model and
its main entities are described as follows: The network
of the farming field is divided into zones. Each zone is
equipped with several IoT-smart devices. Each zone is
also supported by a field server. Each IoT device com-
municates with the field server of its zone, which also
monitors the device. The whole network is controlled
and monitored by the trust Authority (TA) entity which is
the only trusted party in the system. It is responsible for
the registration of all other system parties: field servers,
drones, IoT-devices, and smart agricultural vehicles. The
registration must proceed with deploying these entities in
the IoT-supported agriculture network. The model is sup-
ported with drones that communicate with the TA and the
field servers. The system is also flexible enough to allow
drones to communicate with IoT-devices. The model is
supported by autonomous agricultural vehicles commu-
nicating with the TA and the field servers, but not with
the IoT-devices.

Two types of mutual authentication occur during the
authentication phase and before data transmission. The
first type involves a drone, a field server, and an IoT-
device. The other type involves an autonomous agricul-
tural vehicle, the TA, and a field server. According to
our system details, mutual authentication is done in a key
management process that aims to achieve secure commu-
nication among different system entities. The honey list
concepts are applied to prevent several attacks, as de-
scribed later in the paper on different occasions. All in all,
we propose a security protocol that guarantees validation
and authentication of the system parties.

Zone 1

Side Server 

Zone 3 Zone 4

TA

Zone 2Sensor

DroneVehicle 

Figure 1: Proposed Network Model for Smart farming Assisted with
Drone and Autonomous Vehicle.
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3.2. Threat Model
Our proposed protocol considers two widely-known

and accepted threat models: Dolev-Yao (DY) [20] and
Canetti-Krawczyk (CK) [13]. Therefore, an adversary can
inject, modify, and delete communicated messages in the
wireless network of the farming area. Using session hi-
jacking attacks and according to our opted threat models,
an adversary can also compromise the content of inse-
cure memories of different system entities. Such content
may include session states and secret keys, and creden-
tials. Except for trust authority, the adopted models do
not treat other system entities (drones, smart vehicles,
and smart IoT sensors) as secure ones. It is justified by
the fact that in an agriculture field, the adversary has a
good chance of physically compromising an autonomous
vehicle, a drone, or a sensor. Power analysis attacks [29]
can then be performed by the adversary on the physically
compromised entities to obtain stored credentials. This
gives the adversary a chance to launch other attacks, such
as impersonation attacks.

3.3. Smart Farming, Agricultural Autonomous Vehicle, and
Drone Characteristics

It is predicted that by the year 2050, the world popu-
lation is expected to exceed 10 billion. This emphasizes
the need for continuous growth in agricultural products.
Smart farming [23, 11] relies on a huge number of different
types of IoT-devices and sensors. These include Optical
encoder (converting motion into pulses), Light Detection
And Ranging (LIDAR), mechanical sensors (such as ac-
celerometers, force, and pressure sensors), Geomagnetic
Direction Sensor (GDS- capturing the magnetic field of
earth), ultrasonic, Fiber Optic Gyroscope (FOG), Acoustic
sensor (for measuring levels of sounds), and Laser Radar
(LADAR).

Autonomous Agricultural Vehicles (AAVs) are the
primary tools for smart farming and precision agricul-
ture [35]. Hence, the characteristics and security of
AAVs are the main issues in smart farming. Automated
farm vehicles have three categories; drive assistance, au-
tonomous, and automatic steering. AAVs have different
types of navigation systems, including neural network
and genetic algorithm, dead reckoning, fuzzy logic con-
trol, image processing, Kalman filter-based, and statisti-
cally based developed algorithms. These navigation sys-
tems are supported and enabled by long-life batteries and
rich computational resources of AAVs [36]. Two main
units of AAVs are the Time Kinematic-Global Position-
ing System (RTKGPS) unit which enhances GPS data sig-
nals to provide centimeter-level accuracy, and the Propor-
tional–Integral–Differential (PID) unit, which is a closed-
loop monitoring system necessary for determining opti-
mal working conditions [31].

Drones play a prominent role in smart farming due
to their characteristics [6]. A drone is a special type of
Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS). The main components
of a drone are [3]:

1. Chassis: the drone skeleton.
2. Propellers: the drone load and speed depends on

their length. Compared to other domains, drone
propellers in agricultural applications do not need
to be long.

3. Flight Controller: the drone computer.
4. Electronic Speed Controller (ESC): controls the cur-

rent supplied to drone motors.
5. Motors: a drone has one motor per propeller.

Motors are characterized by revolution count per
minute, measured in “kV” units.

6. Radio Receiver: receives signals.
7. Battery: lithium batteries.
8. Sensors: of different types such as GPS, cameras,

and barometers.

3.4. Honey Lists
A Honey Encryption (HE) algorithm [5] stops an ad-

versary from guessing the password and hence obtaining
secret data. Such algorithm is triggered upon the ad-
versary attempt of decrypting user credentials via a hon-
eyword or wrong password. In response to an off-line
guessing and brute-force attack, the HE algorithm gen-
erates and sends a fake message. Our protocol relies on
honey lists, which can be thought of as some sort of an HE
algorithm. During the authentication phase, many algo-
rithms using a honey list can be used to prevent guessing
attacks [37]. In this paper we adopt one of these algo-
rithms that have recently proved to be successful in related
protocols [10]. Upon login, the algorithm enables the TA
to detect an intrusion by watching the adversary’s login
source. Our HE algorithm uses a predefined threshold for
the allowed number of credentials guessing. Exceeding
this threshold leads the TA to terminate the communica-
tion session, thus preventing the intrusion. Therefore, the
algorithm continuously compares the count of elements
in the honey list to the threshold.

4. HASFAV: Novel Authentication Protocol for Smart
Farming

This section introduces HASFAV, a new and robust pro-
tocol for authentication in smart farming supported with
drones and smart vehicles. HASFAV overcomes limitations
and security issues of existing authentication protocols.
We distinguish the following phases in the operation of
HASFAV

1. Registration phase: In this phase, using a secure
channel, the TA registers all system entities, includ-
ing drones, vehicles, side servers, and sensors.

2. Login and authentication phase: It enables system
entities to authenticate with the TA. Afterwards, ses-
sion keys among system entities are created.
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3. Entity-2-Entity (E2E) communication phase: It fa-
cilitates secure communication among different sys-
tem entities. This covers entities of different field
zones.

4. Addition of new sensor phase: It enables the addi-
tion of new sensors to already running systems.

Our protocol applies the honey list concept in the TA.
Therefore, statistics of failed logins are recorded in the
TA. Hence, attacks relying on off-line password guessing
can be detected using a certain threshold for erroneous
attempts. This results in the honey list stopping the au-
thentication process.

The notations used in this paper are presented in Ta-
ble 1. HASFAV uses clocks of system entities to protect
against replay attacks. This is common for authentication
protocols of different networking applications [19, 18, 27].
Therefore, we assume these clocks are synchronized.

Table 1: Notations used in this paper.

Notation Meaning
KDT The shared secret key be-

tween drone and TA.
I

e The identity of system entity
e.

pIe The auxiliary identity of sys-
tem entity e.

ne
i Random string generated

during registration of system
entity e.

uk
i , r

k
i Random string generated

during log-in and authenti-
cation phase of the proposed
protocol.

Me
i Message established during

registration of system entity e.
Ti Current timestamp.

Nk
i ,L

k
i Message established during

log in and authentication
phase of the proposed proto-
col.

∥ The concatenation operation.
⊕ The Xor operations.

GenRan() The action of generating a ran-
dom string.

Fetch((nd
2,n

d
3) 7→ pId

1) Fetch from memory the pair
(nd

2,n
d
3) corresponding to pId

1).
UpdSynHoney(Md∗

2 ) Update the honey list of the
field server and synchronize
with that of the server.

SndOpn() The action of sending a mes-
sage on an open channel.

SndSec() The action of sending a mes-
sage on a secure channel.

Time Stamp() The action of obtaining the
current timestamp.

4.1. Registration Phase
For system communication, the sensors, drones, vehi-

cles, and servers need to register with the TA. This has
to be done through a secure channel. The details of the
registration process follow.

4.1.1. Drone and Vehicle Registration
Algorithm 1 shows the steps for a drone or a vehicle,

denoted by x, to register with the TA. Three procedures
are involved, one that creates and sends a registration re-
quest by x to the TA (lines 6-12 of algorithm 1); one that
sends the TA’s response to x and also stores the gener-
ated credentials into the TA’s and the field servers’ secure
memories (lines 13-21 of algorithm 1); and one that stores
x’s credentials to its smart card.

Algorithm 1 Registration Details of Drones and
Vehicles.

Input: All the system model entities.
Steps:

1: for each x ∈ Drones ∪ Vehicles do
2: Call Drone-Vehicle1(x);
3: Call Trust Authority1(Mx

1,KDT);
4: Call Drone-Vehicle2(Mx

1,KDT);

5: procedure Drone-Vehicle1(x)
6: Generate an ID, Ix

1 and a random string sI;
7: I

x
2 ← h(Ix

1 ⊕ sI);
8: Generate a random string nx

1;
9: pIx

1 ← h(Ix
1 ∥ nx

1);
10: pIx

2 ← h(Ix
2 ∥ (nx

1 ⊕ pIx
1);

11: Mx
1 ← (pIx

1, pI
x
2 ⊕ nx

1);
12: Send the message Mx

1, on a secure channel, to
Trust Authority 1();

13: procedure Trust Authority1()(Mx
1,KDT)

14: pIx
1, pI

x
2 ⊕ nx

1 ←Mx
1;

15: Generate random strings nx
2 and nx

3;
16: Mx

2 ← h(nx
2 ⊕ (KDT ∥ pIx

1));
17: Mx

3 ←Mx
2 ⊕ pIx

2 ⊕ nx
1;

18: Mx
4 ← h(Mx

2 ∥Mx
3);

19: Mx
5 ← (Mx

3,M
x
4,n

x
3);

20: Store (nx
2,n

x
3, pI

x
1, HONEY-LIST = [],KDT) in se-

cure memories of TA and field servers;
21: Send the message Mx

5, on a secure channel, to
Drone-Vehicle2();

22: procedure Drone-Vehicle2(Mx
5)

23: (Mx
3,M

x
4,n

x
3)←Mx

5;
24: Mx

6 ← h(Ix
1 ∥ I

x
2) ⊕ nx

1;
25: Mx

7 ←Mx
3 ⊕ nx

1 =Mx
2 ⊕ pIx

2;
26: Mx

8 ← h(Mx
4 ∥ pIx

2);
27: Store (Mx

6,M
x
7,M

x
8,n

x
3) into smart card of the

drone/vehicle;

4.1.2. Sensors and Field-Servers Registration
Algorithm 2 , shows the steps for a sensor or field

server, denoted by y, to register with the TA. Again, three
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procedures are involved, one that creates and sends a reg-
istration request by y to the TA (lines 5-11 of algorithm 2;
one that sends the TA’s response to y and also stores the
generated credentials into the TA’s and the field servers’
secure memories (lines 12-21 of algorithm 2); and one that
stores y’s credentials to its secure memory.

Algorithm 2 Registration Details of Sensors

and Field-Servers.

Input: All the system model entities.
Steps:

1: for each y ∈ (Sensors ∪ Field-Servers) do
2: Call Sensor-Server1(y);
3: Call Trust Authority2(My

4);
4: Call Sensor-Server2(My

7);

5: procedure Sensor-Server1(y)
6: Generate an ID, Iy and a random string ny

1 ;
7: My

1 ← h(Iy
⊕ ny

1);
8: My

2 ←My
1 ⊕ I

y;
9: My

3 ←My
1 ⊕ KDT;

10: My
4 ← (My

2 ,M
y
3);

11: Send the message My
4 , on a secure channel, to

Trust Authority 1();
12: procedure Trust Authority2(My

4)
13: (My

2 ,M
y
3)←My

4 ;
14: My

1 ←My
3 ⊕ KDT;

15: I
y
←My

1 ⊕ My
2 ;

16: Generate a random string ny
2 ;

17: My
5 ← h(Iy

∥ KDT ∥ ny
2);

18: My
6 ← h(My

1 ∥ I
y
∥ KDT ∥ ny

2);
19: My

7 ← (My
5 ,M

y
6);

20: Store (Iy,ny
2 ,M

y
1 ,KDT) in the secure memories

of TA and the field server of y;
21: Send the message My

7 , on a secure channel, to
Sensor-Server2();

22: procedure Sensor-Server2(My
7)

23: Store (My
5 ,M

y
6 ,KDT) into secure memory of y;

4.2. Login and Authentication Phase
If a system entity requests communication with any

other entity, the former must login and authenticate with
the TA or a field server. After successful login and authen-
tication, the system entities can communicate securely.
There are two types of authentication processes in our
protocol. The first involves a drone, a field server, and a
sensor. The other type involves a vehicle, the TA, and a
field server. The details of these authentication processes
are given below.

4.2.1. Type 1 Authentication (Sensor - Server - Drone)
Algorithm 3 presents how this authentication process

works. The process involves five procedures, namely one

Sideserver 

TA

Zone

Drone

Vehicle 

Sensor

Registeration. 

Authentication type 1. 

Authentication type 2. 
Legend:

Indirect communication

Figure 2: Visualization of the E2E Communication Process.

that creates an authentication request of the drone d and
sends it to the field server (lines 2-14 of algorithm 3); one
that checks the validity of the request, and then generates
and sends the response to d or rejects the request and
updates the honey list (lines 15-34 of algorithm 3); one that
authenticates the field server to d, creates the necessary
session key, and sends it to the field server (lines 35-51 of
algorithm 3); one that checks the validity of the timestamp
included in the previous message and re-calculates the
session key at the server side before sending it to d (lines
52-69 of algorithm 3); and one that eventually starts an
authenticated session, or aborts, depending on the result
of a number of validity checks (lines 70-82 of algorithm 3).

4.2.2. Type 2 Authentication (Drone- TA - Vehicle)
The details of this authentication process are shown in

Algorithm 4. Like in the case of algorithm 4, the process
involves five procedures, namely one that creates an au-
thentication request of the vehicle v and sends it to the
TA (lines 2-13 of algorithm 4); one that allows the TA to
check the validity of the request, and then generates and
sends the response to the field server or rejects the request
and updates the honey list (lines 14-33 of algorithm 4);
one that authenticates the field server to v, creates the nec-
essary session key, and sends it to the TA (lines 34-50 of
algorithm 4); one that checks the validity of the times-
tamp included in the previous message and re-calculates
the session key at the TA side before sending it to v (lines
51-68 of algorithm 4); and one that eventually starts an
authenticated session, or aborts, depending on the result
of a number of validity checks (lines 69-81 of algorithm 3).

4.3. The Entity-2-Entity Communication Phase
Sensor-2-TA Communication and Sensor-2-Vehicle

Communication are common indirect communications in
our assumed system. These indirect communications em-
ploye drones and established session keys and are guar-
anteed to be secure, as they involve session keys shared
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Algorithm 3 Session-Key Sharing between Drones, Field-Servers, and Sensors.

Input: a drone d, a field-server f , and a sensor s.
Steps:

1: Call Drone1(d);
2: procedure Drone1(d)
3: T1 ← Time Stamp();
4: Inset smart card;
5: nd

1 ←Md
6 ⊕ h(Id

1 ∥ I
d
2);

6: pId
1 ← h(Id

1 ∥ nd
1);

7: pId
2 ← h(Id

2 ∥ (nd
1 ⊕ pId

1));
8: rk

1 ← GenRan();
9: Md

2 ←Md
7 ⊕ pId

2;
10: Nk

1 ← h(rk
1 ⊕ Md

2);
11: Nk

2 ← h(T1 ∥ nd
3 ∥ Nk

1);
12: Nk

3 ← h(Md
2 ∥ T1) ⊕ Nk

1;
13: Nk

4 ← (Nk
2,N

k
3, pI

d
1,T1);

14: SndOpn(Nk
4, Server1);

15: procedure Server1(Nk
4)

16: (Nk
2,N

k
3, pI

d
1,T1)← Nk

4;
17: T2 ← Time Stamp();
18: if |T2 − T1| ≤ ∆T then
19: Fetch((nd

2,n
d
3) 7→ pId

1)
20: Mk∗

2 ← h(nd
2 ⊕ (KDT ∥ pId

1));
21: Nk∗

1 ← h(Mk∗
2 ∥ T1) ⊕ Nk

3;
22: Nk∗

2 ← h(T1 ∥ nd
3 ∥ Nk∗

1 );
23: if Nk∗

2 == Nk
2 then

24: rk
2 ← GenRan();

25: Nk
5 ← h(Is

∥ ns
2 ∥Ms

1 ∥ KDT);
26: Nk

6 ← h(Nk∗
1 ∥ h(rk

2 ∥Nk
5 ∥ nd

2)) ⊕ h((h(Is
⊕

ns
2) ⊕ KDT) ∥ Nk

5 ∥ T2);
27: Nk

7 ← h((h(Is
⊕ ns

2) ⊕ KDT) ∥ Nk
5

28: ∥ T2 ∥ h(Nk∗
1 ∥ h(rk

2 ∥ Nk
5 ∥ nd

2)));
29: Nk

8 ← (Nk
6,N

k
7,T2);

30: SndOpn(Nk
8, Sensor1);

31: else
32: UpdSynHoney(Md∗

2 );

33: else
34: Reject;
35: procedure Sensor1(Nk

8)
36: (Nk

6,N
k
7,T2)← Nk

8;
37: T3 ← Time Stamp();
38: if |T3 − T2| ≤ ∆T then
39: Nk

9 ← Nk
6 ⊕ h(Ms

3 ∥Ms
6 ∥ T2);

40: Nk∗
7 ← h((Ms

3 ∥Ms
6 ∥ T2 ∥ Nk

9);
41: if Nk∗

7 == Nk
7 then

42: rk
3 ← GenRan();

43: SKey← h(Nk
9 ∥ h(rk

3 ∥Ms
3) ∥ T3);

44: Nk
10 ← SKey ⊕ h(Ms

3 ∥Ms
6 ∥ Nk

6 ∥ T3);
45: Nk

11 ← h(SKey ∥ T2 ∥ T3);
46: Nk

12 ← (Nk
10,N

k
11,T3);

47: SndOpn(Nk
12, Server2);

48: else
49: Abort;
50: else
51: Abort;
52: procedure Server2(Nk

12)
53: (Nk

10,N
k
11,T3)← Nk

12;
54: T4 ← Time Stamp();
55: if |T4 − T3| ≤ ∆T then
56: SKey ← Nk

10 ⊕ h(h((h(Is
⊕ ns

2) ⊕

KDT) ∥Ms
6 ∥ Nk

6 ∥ T3);
57: Nk∗

11 ← h(SKey ∥ T2 ∥ T3);
58: if Nk∗

11 == Nk
11 then

59: rk
4 ← GenRan();

60: Nk
13 ← h(rk

2 ∥ Nk∗
11 ∥ T4 ∥ T2 ∥ T1 ∥ nd

3);
61: Nk

14 ← SKey ⊕ h(Nk∗
11 ∥ pId

1 ∥ T4);
62: Nk

15 ← Nk
13 ⊕ h(pId

1 ∥ nd
3 ∥ Nk∗

11 ∥ T4);
63: Nk

16 ← h(SKey ∥ Nk
13 ∥ T4);

64: Nk
17 ← (Nk

14,N
k
15,N

k
16,T4);

65: SndOpn(Nk
17, Drone2);

66: else
67: Abort;
68: else
69: Abort;
70: procedure Drone2(Nk

17)
71: (Nk

14,N
k
15,N

k
16,T4)← Nk

17;
72: T5 ← Time Stamp();
73: if |T5 − T4| ≤ ∆T then
74: SKey← Nk

14 ⊕ h((h(Mk∗
2 ∥T1)⊕Nk

3) ∥ pId
1 ∥T4);

75: Nk
13 ← Nk

15 ⊕ h(pId
1 ∥ nd

3 ∥ (h(Mk∗
2 ∥ T1) ⊕

Nk
3) ∥ T4);

76: Nk∗
16 ← h(SKey ∥ Nk

13 ∥ T4);
77: if Nk∗

16 == Nk
16 then

78: Session is authenticated.
79: else
80: Abort;
81: else
82: Abort;

among more than one entities. Hence, if a communicating
entity is an adversary, the security of the communication
is still not compromised. The aforementioned indirect
communications can be achieved securely as follows: Let

the system drone and vehicles be denoted by D and V, re-
spectively. Assume that a sensor S in a zone Z whose field
server is F wants to communicate with TA. Let the session
key SKey1 be the key established among S,D, and F and
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Algorithm 4 Session-Key Sharing between Vehicles, Trust authority, and Field-Servers.

Input: a vehicle v, the truest authority t, and a field-server f .
Steps:

1: Call Vehicle1(v);
2: procedure Vehicle1(v)
3: Inset smart card and assign current time stamp

to T1;
4: nv

1 ←Mv
6 ⊕ h(Iv

1 ∥ I
v
2);

5: pIv
1 ← h(Iv

1 ∥ nv
1);

6: pIv
2 ← h(Iv

2 ∥ nv
1 ⊕ pIv

1);
7: uk

1 ← GenRan();
8: Mv

2 ←Mv
7 ⊕ pIv

2;
9: Lk

1 ← h(uk
1 ⊕ Mv

2);
10: Lk

2 ← h(T1 ∥ nv
3 ∥ Lk

1);
11: Lk

3 ← h(Mv
2 ∥ T1) ⊕ Lk

1;
12: Lk

4 ← (Lk
2,L

k
3, pI

v
1,T1);

13: SndOpn(Lk
4, TA1);

14: procedure TA1(Lk
4)

15: (Lk
2,L

k
3, pI

v
1,T1)← Lk

4;
16: T2 ← Time Stamp();
17: if |T2 − T1| ≤ ∆T then
18: Fetch((nv

2,n
v
3) 7→ pIv

1)
19: Mk∗

2 ← h(nv
2 ⊕ (KDT ∥ pIv

1));
20: Lk∗

1 ← h(Mk∗
2 ∥ T1) ⊕ Lk

3;
21: Lk∗

2 ← h(T1 ∥ nv
3 ∥ Lk∗

1 );
22: if Lk∗

2 == Lk
2 then

23: uk
2 ← GenRan();

24: Lk
5 ← h(I f

∥ n f
2 ∥M f

1 ∥ KDT);
25: Lk

6 ← h(Lk∗
1 ∥ h(rk

2 ∥ Lk
5 ∥ nv

2)) ⊕ h((h(I f
⊕

n f
2) ⊕ KDT) ∥ Lk

5 ∥ T2);
26: Lk

7 ← h((h(I f
⊕ n f

2) ⊕ KDT) ∥ Lk
5

27: ∥ T2 ∥ h(Lk∗
1 ∥ h(rk

2 ∥ Lk
5 ∥ nv

2)));
28: Lk

8 ← (Lk
6,L

k
7,T2);

29: SndOpn(Lk
8, Server3);

30: else
31: UpdSynHoney(Mv∗

2 );

32: else
33: Reject;
34: procedure Server3(Lk

8)
35: (Lk

6,L
k
7,T2)← Lk

8;
36: T3 ← Time Stamp();
37: if |T3 − T2| ≤ ∆T then
38: Lk

9 ← Lk
6 ⊕ h(M f

3 ∥M f
6 ∥ T2);

39: Lk∗
7 ← h((M f

3 ∥M f
6 ∥ T2 ∥ Lk

9);
40: if Lk∗

7 == Lk
7 then

41: uk
3 ← GenRan();

42: SKey← h(Lk
9 ∥ h(uk

3 ∥M f
3) ∥ T3);

43: Lk
10 ← SKey ⊕ h(M f

3 ∥M f
6 ∥ Lk

6 ∥ T3);
44: Lk

11 ← h(SKey ∥ T2 ∥ T3);
45: Lk

12 ← (Lk
10,L

k
11,T3);

46: SndOpn(Lk
12, TA2);

47: else
48: Abort;
49: else
50: Abort;
51: procedure TA2(Lk

12)
52: (Lk

10,L
k
11,T3)← Lk

12;
53: T4 ← Time Stamp();
54: if |T4 − T3| ≤ ∆T then
55: SKey ← Lk

10 ⊕ h(h((h(I f
⊕ n f

2) ⊕

KDT) ∥M f
6 ∥ Lk

6 ∥ T3);
56: Lk∗

11 ← h(SKey ∥ T2 ∥ T3);
57: if Lk∗

11 == Lk
11 then

58: uk
4 ← GenRan();

59: Lk
13 ← h(rk

2 ∥ Lk∗
11 ∥ T4 ∥ T2 ∥ T1 ∥ nv

3);
60: Lk

14 ← SKey ⊕ h(Lk∗
11 ∥ pIv

1 ∥ T4);
61: Lk

15 ← Lk
13 ⊕ h(pIv

1 ∥ nv
3 ∥ Lk∗

11 ∥ T4);
62: Lk

16 ← h(SKey ∥ Lk
13 ∥ T4);

63: Lk
17 ← (Lk

14,L
k
15,L

k
16,T4);

64: SndOpn(Lk
17, vehicle2);

65: else
66: Abort;
67: else
68: Abort;
69: procedure vehicle2(Lk

17)
70: (Lk

14,L
k
15,L

k
16,T4)← Lk

17;
71: T5 ← Time Stamp();
72: if |T5 − T4| ≤ ∆T then
73: SKey← Lk

14 ⊕ h((h(Mk∗
2 ∥ T1) ⊕ Lk

3) ∥ pIv
1 ∥ T4);

74: Lk
13 ← Lk

15 ⊕ h(pIv
1 ∥ nv

3 ∥ (h(Mk∗
2 ∥ T1) ⊕

Lk
3) ∥ T4);

75: Lk∗
16 ← h(SKey ∥ Lk

13 ∥ T4);
76: if Lk∗

16 == Lk
16 then

77: Session is authenticated.
78: else
79: Abort;
80: else
81: Abort;

the session key SKey2 be the key established among V,D,
and TA. In this case, D encrypts SKey1 with SKey2 and
sends the result to TA. Hence, TA can securely communi-

cate with S via its session key. Now suppose that V wants
to communicate with S. In this case, D encrypts SKey2
with SKey1 and sends the encrypted key to S. Hence, the

8



sensor can securely communicate with V via its session
key. Figure 2 visualizes this Sensor-2-Vehicle communi-
cation case.

It is worth noting that HASFAV provides partial cre-
dentials backup via the credentials preserved in field side
servers. This also enables side servers to play (at least
partially) the role of TA at times of emergency. Hence,
HASFAV implicitly provides a backup plan for establishing
session keys.

4.4. Addition of New Sensor Phase
In this subsection we present the process for adding a

new sensor snew to an existing system. The process starts
by snew choosing an ID Isnew

and generating a random
secret nsnew

1 . Then snew calculates Msnew

1 ,M
snew

2 and Msnew

3 as
h(Isnew

⊕ nsnew

1 ),Msnew

1 ⊕ I
snew
, and Msnew

1 ⊕ KDT, respectively.
Then snew sends the message (Msnew

2 ,M
snew

3 ) to the TA via a
secure channel. The TA extracts Msnew

1 from Msnew

3 and Isnew

from Msnew

2 . Next, the TA generates a random secret nsnew

2 .
This secret and the key KDT are used to calculate Msnew

5 and
Msnew

6 as h(Isnew
∥KDT ∥ nsnew

2 ), and h(Msnew

1 ∥ I
snew
∥KDT ∥ nsnew

2 ),
respectively. Then the TA stores (Isnew

,nsnew

2 ,M
snew

1 ,KDT)
into its secure memory and sends them via a secure chan-
nel to the field server in charge of the sensor zone. Finally,
the TA sends the message (Msnew

5 ,M
snew

6 ) to snew via a secure
channel.

5. Security Analysis

In this section we analyze the security of HASFAV. This
is done considering the widely-used RORM (Real-Or-
Random model) [2] and via applying formal and non-
mathematical analysis. We show that HASFAV is secure
and resilient to session-key and other possible attacks. In
particular, we apply the RORM to prove that the session
keys built by HASFAV are secure. Our protocol involves
several parties, namely sensors, servers, drones, and agri-
cultural vehicles. The RORM considers an adversary A
that can modify, insert, delete, and know communicated
messages in the system. The RORM uses queries to sim-
ulate real attacks. These queries are as follows:

• Communicate: A can communicate with participants
by sending and receiving messages.

• SCardManipulation: A can get smart card data of a
legitimate drone’s or vehicle’s user.

• SKGain: A can see the session key of a running ses-
sion.

• Listen: A eavesdrops on the communicated mes-
sages on public channels.

• Check: This is the query for checking the security
of session keys according to the RORM. The result
of this query is taken based on the result of flipping

an unbiased coin C before starting games (flipping
of coin). If the adversary executes Check, then the
result is as follows:

Check =


a random number if C = 1,
a session key if C = 0,
Null Otherwise.

The adversary A (as well as any other widely com-
municating party, such as the agricultural autonomous
vehicle) has access to a collision-resistant hash function
(H) that models a random oracle. We call each use case of
this function an H query.

User passwords typically follow Zipf’s law [45]. This
menas that it is convenient to follow Zipf’s law in verify-
ing the security of session keys. Our analysis starts with
the following definition:

Definition 1. The session key security ofHASFAV is equal to the
advantage (probability) Ad of an adversary A to successfully,
in polynomial time, obtain the session key. This is subject toA
utilizing only message eavesdropping RORM queries.

Theorem 1. Assume:

1. At time t,A attacks HASFAV and tries to obtain two ses-
sion keys, namely SKey1 and SKey2, generated by Algo-
rithms 3 and 4, respectively.

2. Hn,Cn, and Rn are numbers of the H and Communicate
queries and the range space of h(·), respectively.

3. Z1 and Z2 are Zipf’s parameters [45] contributing to
distribution calculations of user-generated passwords.

Then, the average probability of A in breaking the security of
HASFAV and hence getting SKey1 and SKey2 is limited by:

P(t, (SKey1, SKey2)) ≤ 2.Z2.C
Z1
n +

(max{HSKey1
n ,HSKey2

n })2

Rn
.

(1)

Proof. The proof of the security of the session key is developed
using a series of four games denoted by {Gi | i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}}. In
gameGi, we let ai denote the action ofA predicting successfully
and correctly a bit b of session key SKey1 or SKey2. The prob-
ability of ai occurring is denoted by P(ai). We also let P(Gi)
denote the probability ofA to win Gi. Hence P(Gi) = P(ai).

G1. An attack on the RORM is launched in the first game. The
attack is executed by the random selection of a bit b at the start
of the game. As a result, we have

P(t, SKey1) = |2(W(G1) − 1)| = |2(P(a1)) − 1|, and (2)

P(t, SKey2) = |2(W(G1) − 1)| = |2(P(a1)) − 1|. (3)

G2. The second game considers eavesdropping attacks in which
A obtains communicated messages among system parties.
Therefore, for this gameA knows:

1. Nk
4 = (Nk

2,N
k
3, pI

d
1,T1) from drone to server.

2. Nk
8 = (Nk

6,N
k
7,T2) from server to sensor.

9



3. Nk
12 = (Nk

10,N
k
11,T3) from sensor to server.

4. Nk
17 = (Nk

14,N
k
15,N

k
16,T4) from server to drone.

5. Lk
4 = (Lk

2,L
k
3, pI

v
1,T1) from vehicle to trust authority.

6. Lk
8 = (Lk

6,L
k
7,T2) from trust authority to server.

7. Lk
12 = (Lk

10,L
k
11,T3) from server to trust authority.

8. Lk
17 = (Lk

14,L
k
15,L

k
16,T4) from trust authority to vehicle.

Running HASFAV while utilizing the Listen query can lead to
this game situation. Afterwards A can test the validity of the
obtained session keys via the SKGain and Check queries. Ran-
dom values (such as uk

3 and rk
3), timestamps (such as T3), and

long term secret keys that are not revealed toA are used in cal-
culating session keys SKey1 and SKey2. Hence eavesdropping
on the exchanged messages can not lead A to have a winning
probability of this game or increase the success chance of this
game. Therefore, the winning probabilities of this and previous
games are not distinguishable. Therefore,

P(G1) = P(G2). (4)

G3. This game simulates the modeling of the H query as an ac-
tive game. The communicated messages of the protocol, namely
Nk

4,N
k
8,N

k
12,N

k
17,L

k
4,L

k
8,L

k
12, and Lk

17 are hashed-map-protected.
Moreover, timestamps and random numbers contribute to other
calculations of HASFAV. It is worth noting that obtaining a nonce
from communicated messages is typically not feasible compu-
tationally, when the hash map is collision-resistant. Therefore,
this game is indistinguishable from the previous one, except
that this game includes the H query. By applying the birthday
paradox, we get:

|P(G2) − P(G3)|SKey1 ≤
(HSKey1

n )2

2Rn
. (5)

|P(G2) − P(G3)|SKey2 ≤
(HSKey2

n )2

2Rn
. (6)

Therefore, in general we have

|P(G2) − P(G3)| ≤
(max{HSKey1

n ,HSKey2
n })2

2Rn
. (7)

G4. This final game of the proof builds on G3 by executing the
Communicate and SCardManipulation queries. Hence, by
launching power analysis attacks,A can know the drone and ve-
hicle credentials, i.e., (Md

6,M
d
7,M

d
8,n

d
3), and (Md

6,M
d
7,M

d
8,n

d
3),

respectively. However, to obtain the secret values nd
1,n

d
2,n

v
1,

and nv
2 from the obtained credentials, A has to have previous

knowledge of Id
1,I

v
1,and KD. Hence it is not feasible computa-

tionally forA to obtain the legitimate parameters (passwords).
Accordingly, this game is pretty much similar to the previous
one, and running the Communicate query is enough for A to
guess the bit b and win the game. Therefore

P(G4) = 0.5. (8)

Bearing in mind that the system tolerates only limited attempts
of wrong passwords and by applying Zipf’s passwords law [45],
we have:

|W(G3) −W(G4)| ≤ Z2.C
Z1
n . (9)

Therefore, we have

1
2
P(t, (SKey1, SKey2))

= |(P(G1) −
1
2

)|, by Equation 2 and 3

= |(P(G2) −
1
2

)|, by Equation 4

= |(P(P2) − P(G4))|, by Equation 8
≤ |(P(G2) − P(G3))| + |(P(G3) − P(G4))|

≤ Z2.C
Z1
n + |(W(G3) −W(G4))|, by Equation 9

≤ Z2.C
Z1
n +

(max{HSKey1
n ,HSKey2

n })2

2Rn
, by Equation 5.

(10)

and

P(t, (SKey1, SKey2)) ≤ 2.Z2.C
Z1
n +

(max{HSKey1
n ,HSKey2

n })2

Rn
.

(11)
This completes the proof.

We now prove the security features and the resilience
of HASFAV against other attacks. We use drones/vehicles
in our proofs. However, the results apply to all system
entities.

Theorem 2. 1. HASFAV secures anonymity and resists
tracing attacks.

2. HASFAV is secure against guessing attacks.
3. HASFAV is secure against impersonation attacks.
4. HASFAV is secure against ESL (ephemeral secret leakage)

attacks.

Proof. 1. We assume that the adversary Ix
1 tries to learn

the identity of the drone/vehicle. In HASFAV protocol, this
identity, Ix

1 is combined with a random value nx
1. Also,

the drone/vehicle communicates messages via the secret
n3x received from TA (and stored in the field server).
Moreover, the field server builds a new secret Nk

13 from
n3x in the authentication phase, to increase resistance to
adversary guessing. It is worth noting that all commu-
nicated messages are salted with timestamps and random
numbers. Therefore communicated messages are contin-
uously changing in all sessions. Hence, we conclude that
the adversary cannot reveal the identity of the vehicle/-
drone; this completes the proof.

2. The drone/vehicle credentials Ix
1 and Ix

2 can not be
guessed by an adversary A. However, A may apply
power analysis techniques to learn drone/vehicle creden-
tials (Mx

6,M
x
7,M

x
8,n

x
3) from the smart card of a stolen

entity. Even these credentials will not help A to learn
secret credentials as Mx

6,M
x
7, and Mx

8 are secured with
random strings and with the collision-resistant one-way
hash function h(.). Also, sub-operators of the credentials
that the adversary obtained are secured with the secret

10



key KDT and the parametersIx
1 andIx

2. Moreover, guess-
ing times of survived brute-force and off-line guessing
attacks are limited by virtue of the honey list technique.
Therefore, HASFAV can withstand guessing attacks.

3. For an adversary A to impersonate a system entity, A
needs to generate legitimate messages. However, com-
municated messages of HASFAV are secured with random
numbers including nx,uk, rk and secret keys, including
KDT; A can not obtain these secrets. Moreover, Lk

7 and
Lk

11 are encrypted by using random numbers and the se-
cret key KDT. Hence, HASFAV can protect system entities
against impersonation attacks.

4. Several entities contribute to computing the session
keys SKey = h(Lk

9 ∥ h(uk
3 ∥ M f

3) ∥ T3) and SKey =
h(Nk

9 ∥ h(rk
3 ∥ Ms

3) ∥ T3). Therefore, ephemeral secrets
uk

3 and rk
3 contribute to computing session keys. Hence,

according to the CK-threat model, compromising these
secrets is not enough for the adversary to know the ses-
sion keys. This is justified by the fact that no values that
contribute to the computation of session keys are sent
over public channels. Moreover, all messages includ-
ing SKey are also implicitly encrypted with ns

2 and KDT.
Hence, the long-term key KDT is as well encrypted with
ns

2. Therefore, compromising session keys requires com-
promising long and short-term secret credentials. Since
it is not computationally possible to compromise these
credentials, HASFAV is secure against ESL attacks.

Theorem 3. 1. HASFAV achieves perfect forward secrecy,
mutual authentication, and key agreement properties and
HASFAV is secure against session key disclosure attacks.

2. HASFAV is secure against replay, man-in-the-middle, and
privileged insider attacks.

Proof. 1. We assume that the adversary A knows the key
KDT and tries to compute session keys. It is worth noting
that KDT is wrapped with the hash function and random
value nx

2. Therefore A does not know necessary sensi-
tive parameters to generate session keys. Furthermore,
all communicated messages are changing in every ses-
sion due to the use of timestamps and random numbers.
Hence, HASFAV preserves perfect forward secrecy. All sys-
tem entities authenticate each other in HASFAV via check-
ing Nk

2,N
k
7,N

k
11,N

k
16,L

k
2,L

k
7,L

k
11, and Lk

16. Furthermore,
all communicated messages change from one session to
another using timestamps and random numbers. There-
fore, HASFAV guarantees mutual authentication and key
agreement. The above reasoning also proves that HASFAV
resists session key disclosure attacks.

2. Suppose that the adversaryA can obtain messages com-
municated in public channels and also smart card in-
formation of drone/vehicle. However, as discussed above
(Theorem 2.3), it is not computationally possible for A
to generate a legitimate login request. Furthermore, in
all sessions, the communicated messages are protected by
random numbers and timestamps. Hence, system enti-
ties cannot be impersonated and HASFAV is resilient to

man-in-the-middle and replay attacks. We assume that
a privileged-insider entity of the system is an adversary
A and knows registration information (pIx

1, pI
x
2 ⊕ nx

1).
We also suppose that A obtains smart card information
(Mx

6,M
x
7,M

x
8,n

x
3), using power analysis attacks. Even

under all these strong assumptions,A will not be able to
generate vehicle/drone identity parameters (Ix

1,I
x
2 ⊕ nx

1)
due to the the use of secret keys and random numbers nx

1
and KDT. Therefore, HASFAV is resilient to privileged-
insider attacks.

6. Verification and Evaluation

In this section, we present the results of the exper-
imental evaluation of HASFAV. The evaluation involved
extensive experiments aiming at comparing HASFAV to re-
lated state-of-the-art schemes [4, 48, 37, 40, 44]. We used
AVISPA, Automated Validation of Internet Security Proto-
cols and Applications [9] to show formally that HASFAV is
secure against replay and man-in-the-middle attacks. This
was done while considering passive and active adversary
communications. The details of AVISPA verification are
presented in Section 6.1.

The security attributes and functionality features are
among the most important parameters of authentication
protocols. These parameters also include computation,
communication, and energy consumption costs. We car-
ried a precise comparison for HASFAV against state-of-the-
art schemes on these parameters. The results of these
comparisons show the Superiority of HASFAV compared to
these schemes. Section 6.2 presents these comparisons in
details.

We also carried out a precise implementation of HASFAV
to prove its practical perspective. The implementation
was achieved using a well-established networking sim-
ulation tool, Omnetpp1. We also used another famous
Omnetpp simulation environment, Castalia2 simulator.
Section 6.3 shows the results and details of the Omnetpp
implementation. We performed the experiments on a Dell
(Vostro) Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3612 QM CPU @ 2.10 GHz,
8.00 GB RAM on Windows 10 (64-bits) OS. Files we ob-
tained from different simulations tools that we used to
evaluate HASFAV are available in a repository3.

6.1. FORMAL SECURITY VERIFICATION
We used the AVISPA tool to simulate HASFAV and verify

its security against replay and man-in-the-middle attacks.
One reason that makes AVISPA convenient for our simu-
lation is that AVISPA relies on the DY-threat model [20],
as does HASFAV. Four backends are offered by AVISPA:

• CL-AtSe: Constraintlogic based Attack Searcher,

1https://omnetpp.org/
2https://github.com/boulis/Castalia
3https://github.com/maelzawawy/HASFAV
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• OFMC: On-the-fly mode-checker,

• TA4SP: Tree Automata based on Automatic Approx-
imations for the Analysis of Security Protocols, and

• SATMC: SAT-based Model Checker.

Only OFMC and CL-AtSe backends implement XOR oper-
ation (bitwise exclusive OR). Therefore, our simulation re-
lies on these backends. AVISPA is equipped with HLPSL,
High-Level Protocol Specification Language. HLPSL fa-
cilitates the implementation process utilizing the ”role”
concept. For HASFAV, we have a role per system entity.
Therefore, our implementation defined a sensor role, a
TA role, a server role, an agriculture vehicle rule, and a
drone role. Moreover, the simulation uses sessions that
are composed of composite roles, a goal, and an environ-
ment.

Figure 3: AVISPA Simulation Results for HASFAV.

Listing 1: Part of the drone code in AVISPA.

1 S t a t e=0 / \ RC1( s t a r t ) =|>
2 Sta te ’ :=1 / \ Ix1 ’ :=new ( ) / \ S1 ’ :=new ( )
3 / \ Ix2 ’ := H( xor ( Ix1 ’ , S1 ’ ) ) / \ Nx1 ’ :=new ( )
4 / \ PIx1 ’ := H( Ix1 ’ . Nx1 ’ )
5 / \ PIx2 ’ := Hb( Ix2 ’ . xor ( Nx1 ’ , PIx1 ’ ) )
6 / \ Mx1’ := PIx1 ’ . xor (H( Ix2 ’ . xor ( Nx1 ’ , PIx1 ’ ) ) , Nx1 ’ )

The results of our simulation are shown in Figure 3.
The results confirm that our proposed protocol, HASFAV,
is resilient to man-in-the-middle and replay attacks [49].
These result files are available in a repository4. Listing 1
presents a part of the simulation code of the drone. In the
code, the drone transfers from the initial state (State=0) to
a new state (State’=1).

6.2. Functionality and Costs
In this section, we present the results of comparing

HASFAVagainst related existing state-of-the-art schemes [4,
48, 37, 40, 44]. The security attributes and functionality
features as well as computation, communication, and en-
ergy consumption costs are included in the comparisons.

4https://github.com/maelzawawy/HASFAV

The comparisons of computation costs are based on
the login and authentication phase. We use the execution
times (denoted by th) of one-way hash map H(.) reported
in [44, 27]. One common example of the hash map is SHA-
256. On average, each execution of an one-way hash map
H(.) takes 0.055 ms on a server. On average, for building
a session key, a vehicle, a drone, a sensor node, a field-
side server in HASFAVexecutes 10, 11, 6, and 13 hash maps,
respectively. The average comparable (only including en-
tities treated by all protocols) total computational cost for
HASFAV is 0.8525 ms. Table 2 shows computational costs
needed for each system component to build a session key
for HASFAV and related protocols. This table shows that,
on average, HASFAV is more efficient regarding the com-
putational cost than are state-of-the-art protocols.

Among the main factors affecting the energy consump-
tion of HASFAV are the size and speed of messages com-
municated in the system during the protocol execution.
In agricultural applications, messages among sensors and
servers have more weight than other parties’ messages.
Typically, the message exchange is controlled by control
units of system entities and is accomplished in the physi-
cal protocol layer of the network. It is common for entities
of IoT systems, like the one we focus on in this paper, to
follow IEEE 802.11p for data transmissions. For IoT net-
work systems the following parameter values of the IEEE
standards are convenient. The frequency, channel band-
width, data rate (Rd), and transmit power, can be assigned
the values 5.8 GHz, 10 MHz, 6 Mbps, and 25 dBm, respec-
tively [30, 24, 27]. Two main parameters contribute to the
total energy consumption cost for generating a session
key i in HASFAV. These parameters are denoted by J i

k and
J

i
l [30, 24, 27]. The former captures energy consumed for

key generation and the latter captures energy consumed
in the login and authentication phase. The calculation of
the total energy consumption is performed as follows:

J =

∑
i∈SeKey(J i

k +J
i
l )

|SeKey|
, and J

i
k = P

i
c × Pcpu (12)

J
i
l =
M

i
s × Pcpu

Rd
(13)

where we let Pcpu,Pc, andMs denote CPU maximum
power, total computational cost, and message size, re-
spectively. Our calculations rely on assigning Pcpu the
standard value 10.88 W of wireless systems [30, 24, 27].
We present the energy consumption of HASFAV and re-
lated state-of-the-art schemes in Table 3. Regarding en-
ergy consumption, our experiments prove that HASFAV is
more efficient than related state-of-the-art schemes.

Table 4 presents security attributes of HASFAVand func-
tionality offered by HASFAV. The table confirms that HASFAV
provides more functionality required in modern smart
farming than other state-of-the-art protocols do. The ta-
ble also confirms that HASFAV has better security attributes
than these protocols.
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Table 2: Computational cost of HASFAV and of state-of-the art protocols.

# Participant [4] [40] [44] HASFAV(SKey1) HASFAV(SKey2)
1 Sensor node 11 × th 13 × th 9 × th 6 × th −

2 Field side server 8 × th 7 × th 9 × th 19 × th 6 × th
3 Comparable Total [ms] 19 × th 20 × th 18 × th 25 × th 6 × th

≈ 1.045 ≈ 1.1 ≈ 0.99 ≈ 1.375 ≈ 0.33
≈ 0.8525 (average)

4 Drone − − − 11 × th −

5 Autonomous agricultural
vehicles

− − − − 10 × th

The symbol − denotes that the corresponding protocol does involve the corresponding participant.

Table 3: Energy consumption of HASFAV and of state-of-the art protocols.

# Parameter [4] [40] [44] HASFAV(SKey1) HASFAV(SKey2)
1 J

i
k [mJ] 11.369 11.968 10.771 14.96 1.184

2 J
i
l [mJ] 9.980 13.810 4.177 4.874 4.874

3
∑

i∈SeKey(J i
k +J

i
l ) [mJ] 21.349 25.778 14.948 19.834 6.058

4 J [mJ] 21.349 25.778 14.948 12.946

Table 4: Functionality offered by HASFAV and security attributes of HASFAV and of state-of-the art protocols.

# Functionality Attribute [4] [40] [37] [44] HASFAV

1 Supporting autonomous agricultural vehicles. × × × × ✓
2 Supporting honey-list utilization. × × × × ✓
3 Supporting internet of drones in smart farming. × × × × ✓
4 Supporting partial credentials backup in field side

servers.
× × × × ✓

5 Providing implicit backup plan for session keys es-
tablishment.

× × × × ✓

6 Anonymity and untraceability. × ✓ × ✓ ✓
7 Resilience to offline guessing attacks. ✓ × ✓ ✓ ✓
8 Resilience to man-in-the-middle attacks and sup-

ports mutual authentication.
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

9 Resilient replay attacks. ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
The symbol ✓ denotes that the corresponding protocol supports the corresponding attribute.

The symbol × denotes that the corresponding protocol does not support the corresponding attribute.

To compute the communication cost of HASFAV, we fol-
low the common literature assumption of assuming sizes
of the hash output (SHA-256 hashing), random values,
timestamp, and identity as 256, 160, 32, and 160 bits, re-
spectively. As shown in Table 5, HASFAV implies a commu-
nication cost of 2688 bits while exchanging four messages
for building each of the session keys. On the other hand,
the other protocols that we compare against, namely [4],
[40], and [37], imply five messages (5504 bits), four mes-
sages (7616 bits), and four messages (5248 bits), respec-
tively. Therefore, the communication costs of HASFAV are
less than that of these related state-of-the-art schemes.

6.3. Practical Perspective
We evaluated practical aspects of HASFAVby imple-

menting it in a widely-accepted simulation tool for net-

works. The used tool is omnetpp5, augmented with the
well-known Castalia6 simulator. Castalia output files of
our experiments are available in repository7. The com-
mand CastaliaResults used on the result files can pro-
duce information concerning the configurations of ex-
periments and other metadata. Our Omnetpp experi-
ments consider characteristics of smart farming, agricul-
tural smart vehicles, and drones described in Section 3.3.

The following are the configurations of our Omnetpp-
Castalia experiments. We simulated a network manag-
ing a farming area whose dimensions are 50 m and 200
m. Hence, the field is 50 m × 200 m. We deployed
one drone, one autonomous vehicle, one trust author-

5https://omnetpp.org/
6https://github.com/boulis/Castalia
7https://github.com/maelzawawy/HASFAV
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Table 5: Communication cost of HASFAV and of state-of-the art protocols.

# Parameter [4] [40] [37] HASFAV(SKey1) HASFAV(SKey2)
1 No. of messages 5 4 4 4 4
2 No. of bits 5504 7616 5248 2688 2688

Table 6: Notations used in the Omnetpp-Castalia experiments.

Notation Semantics
Is Scenarios ID
Ne Number of system entities
Sv Speed of autonomous vehicle

(MPH)
Sd Speed of assisting drone (MPH)
Se1 Time required to establish a ses-

sion
Se2 Time required to establish two

sessions
E Energy consumed, on average,

per system entity [mJ]
T Number of packets transmitted

on average per entity.
R Number of packets received, on

average, per entity.

ity, two field-side servers, and 100 − 150 IoT sensor de-
vices. The devices are deployed uniformly across the
farming field (in a matrix form). The side servers are
deployed at coordinates (20, 50) and (20, 150). The drone
and the vehicle are deployed at coordinates (0, 25). This
makes them move on a line across the middle of the
field. The mobility model of the vehicle and the drone
is LineMobilityManager. The speed of the vehicle and
of the drone ranges from 10 mph to 15 mph and from 20
mph to 25 mph, respectively. We apply the communica-
tion protocol 802.15.4 MAC. The routing protocol of our
simulation is MultipathRingsRouting. The bandwidth
of channel and noise of our simulation is 20 MHz and 194
MHz, respectively. The data rate and modulation type of
our system are 250 KBPS and PSK, respectively. Finally,
the system noise floor is −100 DBM.

Our Omnetpp-Castalia experiments are based on six
scenarios for simulating HASFAVṪhe parameters used in
the scenarios are shown in Table 7; the semantics of the
titles of the columns of this table are shown in Table 6.
The details of the scenarios are as follows:

IS1: The scenario has 100 IoT sensor devices, 1 trust au-
thority, 1 drone, 2 field-side servers, and 1 agri-
cultural autonomous vehicle. The vehicle and the
drone are moving at speeds of 10 MPH and 20 MPH,
respectively.

IS2: The second scenario builds on the first one, IS1, by
only increasing the drone speed to 25 MPH.

IS3: The third scenario builds on the second one, IS2, by

only increasing the vehicle speed to 15 MPH.

IS4: The scenario has 150 IoT sensor devices, 1 trust au-
thority, 1 drone, 2 field-side servers, and 1 agri-
cultural autonomous vehicle. The vehicle and the
drone are moving at speeds of 10 MPH and 20 MPH,
respectively.

IS5: The fifth scenario builds on the fourth one, IS4, by
only increasing the drone speed to 25 MPH.

IS6: This scenario builds on the fifth, IS5, by only in-
creasing the vehicle speed to 15 MPH.

IS1 IS2 IS3 IS4 IS5 IS6
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Figure 4: Times needed to construct one session and two sessions in
HASFAV implementation scenarios.
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Figure 5: Times needed to construct one session and two sessions in
HASFAV for different vehicle and drone speeds.

Table 7 summarizes the results of our Omnetpp-
Castalia experiments. These include the time required to
establish a session (Se1), the time required to establish two
sessions (Se2), the average energy consumed per system
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Table 7: Scenarios used for testing practical perspectives of HASFAVwith their results.

Is Ne Sv Sd Se1 Se2 E T R

IS1 100 10 20 4.07 4.28 6.798 58.552 59.162
IS2 100 10 25 1.55 2.42 6.798 65.638 67.515
IS3 100 15 25 3.32 3.35 6.798 72.886 74.333
IS4 150 10 20 6.93 7.16 6.796 375.565 374.045
IS5 150 10 25 3.81 5.72 6.796 275.632 275.006
IS6 150 15 25 4.59 6.08 6.797 188.097 188.316

entity (E), the average number of packets transmitted per
entity (T ), and the average number of packets received
per entity (R). Of these, Se1 and Se2 are visualized in
Figure 4 for all scenarios. We notice that the extra time
needed to establish the second session after establishing
the first one is generally much smaller than Se1. In other
words, Se2 − Se1 ≤ Se1. For the different scenarios these
differences are 0.21, 0.87, 0.03, 0.23, 1.91, and 1.49 sec. On
average, this difference is 0.79 sec. This small average
proves the practicality of establishing two session keys.
Figure 5 shows the times needed to establish session keys
for different combinations of vehicle and drone speeds.
The figure shows that increasing the speed does not in-
crease the required time for session establishment. This is
so as increasing speeds lead to better chances of message
arrival. On average, each system entity consumed almost
6.797 mJ. This confirms the good practicality attributes
of HASFAV. Furthermore, the closeness in all scenarios be-
tween the average (per node) number of received and
transmitted packets reported in Table 7 adds to the good
practicality characteristics of HASFAV.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed HASFAV a lightweight
locality-aware key agreement and authentication proto-
col, that is provably secure, and robust against various
attacks in smart agricultural environments. HASFAV uses
a honey list and mutual authentication technologies. We
proved the security of HASFAV by performing a security
analysis of it, proving three theorems and using a well-
established Real-Or-Random (ROR) model. We imple-
mented HASFAV using the AVISPA tool; the results indicate
that HASFAVoutperformed all other similar state-of-the-art
security protocols.

Interesting directions for future work include the fol-
lowing. Integrating parties receiving the productions of
IIoT systems into the system model is becoming a persis-
tent need in real-life applications. This is so as watching
the production stages may well affect the plans of these
parties. This has to be done conservatively, to preserve
the principle of least privilege for the IIoT system. There-
fore, it seems promising to integrate a blockchain into the
network model to record authentication activities. This
can help analyze the history of such activities and hence
reveal hidden patterns of malicious actions.
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